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JOB POSTING, SECURITY 
This Job does not pay Lindens. 
This job is part of the Linden Gold Hunters (LGH) Kingdom Jobs.  LGH pays a specific 
rate of gold pieces for working the job for its specified amount of time.  Some jobs may 
have higher pay rates provided by the host.   
Security handles greeting when there are no greeters.  They assist people on the parcels 
for do’s and do nots of the site and games.   
There is a preconfigured CCTV desk set in the Server room of the TCGWS building.  
Take advantage of these to monitor and interact with people most anywhere without leaving the job area.   
 
CCTV & INTERCOM 
The CCTVs provides viewing of the fishing buoys, shipping and receiving areas, product display and vending 
areas and some coin locations.  You can also use your local radar to find, track, and assist Agents (avatars).   
 
GENERAL DUTIES 

• Greet people using Voice, Nearby Chat, IM, or intercom.  
• When necessary, remind people to be polite and that there are posted rules on the browsers next to the 

voting stations: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/HubInfo-LindenGoldHunters.pdf  
• NUDITY IS ALLOWED. PUBLIC SEX IS NOT.  Some of the seating has adult animations for 

cuddling to more private activities.  There are rooms at the space station for rent, short and long term.    
• There are LGH coins and gems that may appear around various areas.  There are no coins or gems in the 

West Park Area from lowest level up to 150 Meters. 
• Everyone should mind the rules. Warning is a courtesy.   
• If anyone needs to be ejected or banned, contact any of the staff online or leave me a notecard in AJ’s 

status board. 
• The Moonshadow Transportation area is a public rez zone.  Anyone needing to rez and work with goods 

out can do it here.   
• Anyone can drop a notecard into AJ’s Online Status Board.  All staff members have a status board near 

their main areas. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
Other job postings can be viewed at our Job Posting Board in Moonshadow Logistics Office.  SLurl: 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/71/139/56.  
STAFF 
General Administrator: AJ Leibengeist 
Space Station Manager: Iris Herouin 
Superintendent: bearofboogie 
PRIMARY DOCUMENTS LINKS 
pdf: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-DocPrimeLinks.pdf 
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